refutation or response. Research has shown that, under conditions of interdependence and equal status, increased contact with members of rival groups decreases negative stereotyping and increases trust.
But in the digital world, rival groups tend to have little contact with each other. Recruiting members from opposing factions to projects with shared goals may therefore help to ease these tensions. In my own laboratory, when groups of strong Republicans and Democrats communicated online to accomplish a task, fewer believed polarizing rumours such as "Democrats abuse drugs" and "Republicans are racist".
These strands of rumour psychology can help us to understand digital wildfires. Why did Carroll's YouTube complaint that United Airlines broke his US$3,500 guitar, then refused to pay for repairs go viral? First, Carroll is a professional singer and his video was clever, humorous and entertaining; passing it along to friends and co-workers enhanced sender-receiver friendships.
Second, he tapped into a wellspring of distrust: within two weeks he received 10,000 e-mails from people asking for help with other customer-service problems. Anyone who has ever seen baggage lost or damaged can understand how this wildfire was fuelled by a widespread sense of powerlessness, frustration and dissatisfaction with an evermore-Spartan post-9/11 airline industry. It drew on an implicit cultural narrative of David versus Corporate Goliath, and offered a hard-to-resist opportunity to exact revenge. But United's response -which included reimbursement offers and a manager's apologyfailed to stem the epidemic. More potent medicine was needed. The company could have, for example, come up with a country-music style video in which its president offered a no-excuse apology and announced measures to revamp the complaint department and to ensure safe baggage handling. Such a strategy would have removed revenge motivation (through gestures of justice and respect) and defused the situation (frustrations about baggage safety). It would also have conveyed benign intent (trust) and invoked the common narrative of apology-restitution-forgiveness. It might even have been entertaining to pass along.
Virgin Atlantic responded much more appropriately to a complaint about in-flight food that was starting to spread widely. The airline's owner immediately phoned the passenger to apologize and offered him the opportunity to assist in the airline's food selection. Virgin dampened the revenge motive by offering a high-quality public apology and restitution, and gave power to the offended party; because of the apparent humility and sincerity of these actions, Virgin did much to engender trust. WORLD VIEWA personal take on events
